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NIFCO NEWSLETTER 
 

We will deliver useful information on creating comfortable, fashionable, high-functionality, and sustainable products. 

 

1. NEW CORD LOCK “INFINITY DESIGN”  

A newly designed compact and lightweight cord lock for sports apparel that is because of its weight reduction. Even if it is small, 

it does not impair operability and cord retention. In addition, considering that the smaller parts will be stressful for the people 

who work in the sewing factory, we have made it a symmetry factory-friendly design that does not hesitate in the direction of 

cord lock. Learn more about our products http://www.nifcobuckle.com.tw/Product_Detail.aspx?NID=707       

http://www.nifcobuckle.com.tw/Product_Detail.aspx?NID=705  

    

      

 

2. NEW CORD PULLER “PACKABLE LOCK” 

I want to pack clothes compactly without a staff bag! In response to such needs, we have developed a cord puller with cord 

fastening function for packing design. The cord fastening function can be used not only for packing the wear, but also for a 

variety of applications depending on your idea! Learn more about our products 

http://www.nifcobuckle.com.tw/Product_Detail.aspx?NID=704 

   

Item code: BLD25A 

Item code: BLDW25A 

Item code: CSAP30 

http://www.nifcobuckle.com.tw/Product_Detail.aspx?NID=707
http://www.nifcobuckle.com.tw/Product_Detail.aspx?NID=705


     

 

3. NEW SPEED LACE CORD LOCK “UX DESIGN” 

Next-generation speed lace cord lock born from UX development project. The development team accompanied the athlete's 

race and developed a speed race cord lock that can be operated intuitively even in extreme fatigue conditions, based on on-site 

experience and athlete feedback. Learn more about our products http://www.nifcobuckle.com.tw/Product_Detail.aspx?NID=661 

 

 

Mr. Kohata Teishu : He belonged to the basketball club when he was a student. About 10 years after graduation, he woke up to mountain climbing and began to run 

to build up his physical strength, and since 2013 he has participated in trail races. 2018 Results: Taiwan Chi ran Ultra Trail 100 / 4th, UTMF / 33rd, OSJ Okukuji Trail 

Race / Age class 1st, Rocking Bear Kurohime Trail Running Race / Age class 1st, OSJ KOUMI 100 / 1st. 2019 Results: Taiwan Chi Ran Ultra Trail 100 / 3rd 

 

Please bookmark the Nifco Buckle WEB site. 

Nifco Buckle web site: http://www.nifcobuckle.com.tw/index.aspx 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 

Contact： https://www.nifcobuckle.com.tw/Contact.aspx 
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